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Abstract 
The aim with this study was to answer the question “What components in Nike’s viral ads on 

Youtube trigger emotions?”. The data was collected through a qualitative and descriptive 

research approach and the method was a combination of a poetic film analysis and Ducoffe’s 

Model of Advertising Value. The model includes three components that were to be analyzed: 

informativeness, entertainment and irritation. The video ads were analyzed together with the 

comments posted. The comments were seen as electronic word of mouth and they were 

analyzed in order to understand if the viewer felt positive or negative emotions towards the 

ads. The findings showed that Ducoffe’s Model of Advertising Value was applicable on social 

media networks such as Youtube. Informativeness and entertainment were the most important 

components triggering emotions. Since marketing events nowadays are digitalized, it is 

important to adapt previous models and research to new platforms. 

Keywords: viral marketing, Youtube, Nike, emotions, advertising, social media, electronic 

word of mouth. 
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Sammanfattning

Syftet med denna studie var att svara på forskningsfrågan "Vilka komponenter i Nike's virala 

reklamfilmer på Youtube triggar känslor?". Datan samlades in genom en kvalitativ och 

beskrivande forskningsansats och metoden var en kombination av en poetisk filmanalys och 

Ducoffes modell för reklamvärde (eng. Model of Advertising Value). Modellen innehåller tre 

komponenter som analyserades: informativitet, underhållning och irritation. Både innehållet av 

reklamfilmerna och tillhörande kommentarer analyserades. Följaktligen sågs kommentarerna 

som electronic word of mouth och de analyserades för att förstå om tittaren kände positiva eller 

negativa känslor efter att ha titta på reklamfilmerna. Resultaten var att Ducoffes modell för 

reklamvärde är applicerbar på sociala medier, såsom youtube, samt att informativitet och 

underhållning var de två komponenter som väckte känslor i högst grad. Eftersom 

marknadsföring idag är digitaliserad är det viktigt att anpassa tidigare modeller och forskning 

till nya plattformar. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In September 2018 Nike released an ad on Youtube and other social media platforms where it 

went viral (Rucker, 2018). The ad is called “Dream Crazy” and features Colin Kaepernick,  

former quarterback for the San Francisco 49ers and activist known for kneeling during the 

national anthem as protest against police brutality. The ad highlights athletes conquering 

adversity and becoming the best in their sport. The sequel to the ad came in February 2019. It 

is called “Dream crazier” and features Serena Williams, professional tennis player (Smith, 

2019). This ad celebrates women breaking barriers in sports. To tell by the comment fields on 

social media Nike has successfully triggered a lot of emotions with the ads, they have been both 

praised and hated. This chapter introduces the area of viral marketing, the way advertising 

videos are spread through the social media platform Youtube and what components of viral 

marketing that trigger emotions.  

 

1.1 Background 
Advertising is a concept that has been defined in marketing literature for a long time. The most 

recent definition was made in 2002 by Richard and Currans: “Advertising is a paid, mediated 

form of communication from an identifiable source, designed to persuade the receiver to take 

some action, now or in the future” (p.74). 

 

Lamberton and Stephen (2016) states that over the past decades a major change of marketing 

has taken place. They further explain that the division of digital marketing and traditional 

marketing is gone and has been replaced with just marketing, simply because all marketing 

activities now have some kind of digital aspect. Traditional advertising has become less 

trustworthy, the decrease in trust has to do with that it lacks consumer engagements such as 

comments and ratings (Hansen, Lee & Lee, 2014). This is described as a result of the rise of 

social media, the people who are getting exposed by the ad are now able to engage and 

participate rather than simply being viewers.  

 

Social media platforms have changed the way people communicate with others and the way 

brands can communicate with consumers (Labrecque, 2014; Hudson, Huang, Roth & Madden, 

2016; Deighton & Kornfeld, 2009). Today people are constantly connected to their phones, 

meaning they are always in the market which leads to marketers being able to communicate 
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with them at any time (Deighton & Kornfeld, 2009). This form of digital interactivity is known 

as word-of-mouth communication.  

Viral marketing has been defined by Kaplan and Heanlein (2011) as “electronic word of mouth 

(eWOM)” (p.253). Meaning that a marketing message from a company, a brand or a product 

is sent out and spread in an exponentially growing way, often through the channels of social 

media. There is a strive among companies to make ads online that people will engage with and 

share or send to others, and some of these campaigns succeed and become viral while some 

fail and does not receive any substanial response (Berger & Milkman, 2012).  

Southgate, Westoby and Page (2010) has found that the sharing of a video serves as a form of 

recommendation, it has been stated that videos that become viral essentially are free marketing. 

Furthermore they state that this is a form of advertising with opportunities. These opportunities 

include wider commitment as well as engagement from the viewers, this by posting a comment, 

liking it or sending it forward to peers. All of those things are what contributes for an ad to go 

viral (Southgate, Westoby & Page, 2010).  

When it comes to viral marketing, Youtube is the biggest site for online video watching, it 

offers a form of viewing that is free as well as volunteer for the viewers to watch (Southgate, 

Westoby & Page, 2010). Southgate, Westoby and Page states that this is what differentiate 

Youtube from other similar services. In line with this, people are spending more and more time 

on Youtube watching online videos and it has grown to become a platform for companies to 

broadcast their advertising videos.  

The way advertising affects emotions is an interesting field of research that has been going on 

for a long time. As early as in the 80´s Edell and Burke (1987) investigated the power of 

feelings in understanding advertising effects. They concluded that both negative and positive 

feelings occur from watching television ads and that both are important predictors of the ad’s 

effectiveness and the attitude towards the ad and the brand.  

Fredrickson's (1998) broaden–and–build model of positive emotions provides a means of 

separating positive and negative emotions. In this model positive and negative emotions are 

seen as distinct and complementary. Meaning that negative emotions such as fear, anger or 

sadness focus on a person's short-termed thoughts towards actions that served our ancestors 
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ability to survive, for example the fight-or-flee response. Fredrickson means that positive 

emotions such as joy, interest and contentment on the other hand broadens a person's 

perspective, which in turn broadens the individual's enduring personal resources.  The broaden-

and-build model also proposes that positive emotions reduce the effect of negative emotions 

by loosening the short-termed psychological and physiological actions for survival 

(Fredricksson, 1998). 

Dobele, Lindgreen, Beverland, Vanhamme and van Wijk (2007) has identified that emotions 

are the successful component behind viral marketing as well. They explained that this happens 

through social sharing, when people experience something emotional they tend to share it with 

others. Through viral marketing on Youtube companies can reach out to millions of customers 

in just a couple of days (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2011).  

1.2 Problem Discussion 
The digital era has made a change in marketing, all marketing efforts are now digital in some 

aspects (Lamberton & Stephen, 2016). As Sprauge and Wells (2010) argue it has “...swelled 

into its own virtual world of commentary, opinion, criticism, news, music, videos, gaming, role 

playing, shopping, banking, finance, and digital commerce”. They also state that this has 

provided customers with the opportunity to share their thoughts and feelings about products, 

services and companies via blogs and social networking sites. This has created opportunities 

for the classic TV-advertisements to be broadcasted on other platforms (Lamberton & Stephen, 

2016). 

According to Dobele et al. (2007) videos in viral marketing are shared and spread on the 

internet in an exponential growing way through the process of social sharing. They mean that 

the reason these videos are spread are that people develop a need to share after experiencing 

something emotional. Therefore, they claim that emotions play a vital role in the success of 

viral marketing. Hansen and Christensen (2007) investigated emotions. They mean that 

emtions are important because people interpret things in their environment, how they judge 

these things has to do with their emotions. These emotions are two sided, meaning they can 

take shape in both negative and positive ways. Their findings were that changes in cognitive 

activities can lead to an arousal of emotions. Furthermore, emotions that appear in an ad and 
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whether these are included in the ad in different ways will result in how the consumer reacts 

towards the ad (Hansen & Christensen, 2007). 

 
The research of emotions and its impact on advertisement have mostly been performed on 

classic forms of advertisement. In this regard, Ducoffe (1995) stated that customers judge 

advertisements from three factors including informativeness, entertainment and irritation. With 

the rise of digital marketing it becomes an important challenge to apply these theories to the 

new platforms, such as Youtube. This study aims to address how emotions are triggered and 

what factors from Ducoffes Model of Advertising Value are found in Nike’s two Youtube ads 

named Dream Crazy and Dream crazier. 

 

1.3 Overall Purpose 
Based on the problem discussion above, the overall purpose of this thesis is to develop an 

understanding of components that trigger emotions in viral ads on the social media platform 

Youtube. This will be investigated through an analysis of viral ads and posted comments in 

terms of their positive or negative message. 

 

Emotions are one of the success factors behind viral marketing (Dobele et al., 2007). However, 

the previous research stated earlier has not taken the digital aspects of marketing, or the fact 

that the emotions towards the ad can be found in the comments posted on the video, into 

consideration. This study aims to investigate what emotional components it is that trigger 

emotions of videos that go viral on Youtube. Moreover the emotions from the audience in form 

of comments will be registered as positive or negative and a potential link between them and 

the components will be discussed. This will be done through an analysis of Nike's advertising 

videos and the comments to them on the social media platform Youtube. 

 

This is of theoretical relevance since it could help improve the understanding of viral 

marketing. Furthermore, it is of practical relevance since it could serve as a helpful tool for 

companies to understand what components in video ads that trigger the viewer’s emotions. 

 

Research question: What components in Nike’s viral ads on Youtube trigger emotions? 
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1.4 Delimitations 

Delimitations was made in order to make this study of feasible size and focus as well as specify 

the research problem. The authors chose to delimitate the study of viral marketing for the 

company Nike on the social media platform Youtube. It was also chosen to only investigate 

the emotions triggered by the ads. Therefore further delimitations will be that consumer 

behavior, sales or other measurements of marketing success will not be included in this study. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter consists of a literature review. Relevant literature of the topics marketing 

communications and viral marketing are presented to highlight previous research. Theories 

and models that are to be used are presented in the conceptual framework at the end of the 

chapter. 

2.1 Marketing Communications
Dobele et al. (2007) has identified that the successful component behind viral marketing is the 

fact that they trigger an emotional response in recipients. They state that the marketing message 

has to build an emotional connection between the campaign and the customer in order to be 

effective. In 1992 Rimé, Philippot, Boca, and Mesquita defined the phenomenon of social 

sharing of emotions. It is defined as “...a phenomenon involving (1) the evocation of the 

emotion in a socially shared language and (2) at least at the symbolic level at some addressee”. 

They mean that people have a need to share with others after experiencing something 

emotionally. This can according to Dobele et al. (2007) be seen as the reason to why emotions 

play such an important role in viral marketing. Christophe and Rimé (1997) found that another 

effect of social sharing is that it initiates a secondary social sharing process. Meaning that the 

more intense the emotional experience is, the more people are engaged in a secondary sharing 

process and entire networks are created. This phenomenon is called word of mouth 

recommendations (Southgate, Westoby & Page, 2010). 

2.1.1 Communications between companies and customers 

Word of mouth (WOM) is what happens when marketing-relevant information is shared among 

consumers (Kimmel, 2015). Furthermore, electronic word-of-mouth communication is an 

evolution of the original WOM, defined as “any positive or negative statement made by 

potential, actual, or former customers about a product or company, which is made available to 

a multitude of people and institutions via the Internet” (Hennig-Thurau, Gwinner, Walsh & 

Gremler, 2004). A successful use of WOM can lead to buzz-marketing which is a marketing 

effort that seeks to generate a dialogue among customers about goods and services (Sprauge 

and Wells, 2010). Marketing messages are now spread in a new way and the communication 

between companies and customers is more important now than ever before (Sprauge & Wells, 

2010; Hansen, Lee & Lee, 2014).  
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Hudson, Huang, Roth and Madden (2016) states that social media interaction can be seen as 

when a consumer is interacting with a brand on social media through posting comments, 

sharing and liking. If the brand then interacts back with the consumers this will create a feeling 

of connection between the consumer and the brand. They explain that this can create an 

emotional attachment towards the brand and become a factor that can enhance the building of 

the brand. Hence, the technology has simplified for the brands to get direct response on their 

campaigns (Hudson, Huang, Roth & Madden, 2016). Furthermore, if the campaigns are 

successful and effective it is related to the engagement of the consumers who acts as an 

audience (Deighton & Kornfeld, 2009). 

An active way for consumers to give feedback is to leave a comment on a company's social 

media post (Yoon, Li, Ji, North & Liu, 2018). In a study of the effects on sharing new stories 

through social media Oeldorf-Hirsch and Shyam Sundar (2014) has found that “ Discussion 

through comments led to a greater sense of influence and greater involvement for those sharing 

the news story”. Thus, comments is an important source of information transmission and social 

sharing (Berger and Milkman, 2012). 

Regarding comments on the ads in other words the eWOM De Vries, Gensler and 

Leeflang (2012) states that negative messages effect the brand attitude and evaluation of the 

brand in a negative way. This happens especially when the eWOM is presented right next to 

the actual ad on Youtube, where you can see the ad and the eWOM at the same time. De 

Vries, Gensler and Leeflang also discussed that if a viewer interprets the eWOM as negative 

she might not press the like button because of the impact of others. Furthermore, if the 

eWOM is characterized by negativity, consumers might change their opinion to a more 

negative one which can lead to an increase in negative comments. However, if a viewer does 

not agree with the negative eWOM she can be more willing to post positive comments. In 

other words, negative eWOM does not have to be a bad thing, it could also generate people 

wanting to post positive comments even more (De Vries, Gensler,  & Leeflang, 2012).  

Positive comments can provide readers with positive emotions and empathy (De 

Vries, Gensler,  & Leeflang, 2012). Therefore, positive eWOM can provide a more positive 

perception about the value of the product or brand as well as how willing consumers are to 

recommend the brand or product. In line with this, the comments can also work as a co-actor 

in making the ad attractive if they are positive. Another factor to consider is the negativity 

effect, meaning 
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that people put emphasis on negative information rather than positive information (Skowronski 

and Carlston, 1989). Meaning that people tend to share negative experiences to a higher degree 

than positive experiences. In regard to the effect of negative information, Park and Lee (2007) 

even argues that negative eWOM is more effective than positive eWOM.  

Advertising credibility is important when establishing a positive attitude towards advertising 

(Akar & Topcu, 2011). Consumers have more trust in and give higher value to viral marketing 

content that is believed to be created by and passed on by friends and family rather than 

marketers (Chatterjee, 2001).  

2.2 Viral Marketing 
Kaplan and Haenlein (2011) describe viral marketing as an epidemic. It is something that 

affects a lot of people extremely fast, a brand can reach out to millions of people in just a couple 

of days when posting a video on Youtube. Since it is free to upload videos on social media 

platforms, viral marketing offers a low budget marketing tool that reaches more people than 

traditional expensive ones might do (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2011). It is established that viral 

marketing reaches target consumers in a fast pace and to a much lower cost than traditional 

marketing (Kumar, Bezawada, Rishika, Janakiraman & Kannan,  2016). This is due to the 

interest for the content of the message of the ad among social media users.  

2.2.1 Social Networks 

Saravanakumar and SuganthaLakshmi (2012) found that Facebook, Twitter and Youtube are 

some of the most popular social media platforms. They are used by both celebrities and 

companies to market themselves, the social media platforms increases in users every day. 

Saravanakumar and SuganthaLakshmi also states that the digitalization and the rise of social 

media has made it easier for anyone to create and post their own content and the publishing 

cost is barely none. Meaning, a video posted on Youtube, if lucky, can be viewed by millions 

of people and this for free. Thus, companies can publish and distribute their own work and 

potential consumers can view the companies marketing efforts directly from the companies 

own platforms. The most social media platforms offers additional features such as making it 

possible for consumers to create their own profile, commenting and liking. Furthermore, the 

most popular one is  the platform Youtube (Saravanakumar & SuganthaLakshmi, 2012). 
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Eckler and Bolls (2011) has found that consumers are excited about online videos and spend 

an increasingly amount of time on Youtube, watching these. Furthermore, Eckler and Bolls 

states that when brands try to achieve popularity and virality on Youtube there is always a risk 

for them to provoke negative feelings from the audience. Therefore, it is important to both have 

an emotional content, being creative and send out a good message when it comes to succeeding 

on Youtube (Eckler & Bolls, 2011). 

 

2.2.2 Advertising in social networking services 

It does not matter whether you have a small company, a big one or a giant one, the customers 

use social media platforms (Zarella, 2009). Therefore, the business should use those platforms 

as well. Social media marketing opens up opportunities for companies to develop relationships 

with customers (Hoffman & Fodor, 2010). This takes time and commitment from the 

companies, since it involves interactive conversations between the company and customers. 

However, according to Hoffman & Fodor (2010) some companies do not realize that social 

media marketing is important to suceed in the digital era that is now. Meaning, customers in 

this digital era are in control of their own online experience, therefore companies have to 

motivate costumers to interact with their specific online content.  

 

Companies are investing more and more in their social media efforts. De vries, Gensler & 

Leeflang (2012) has found that 50 percent of the users follow brands on social media platforms. 

Furthermore, they state that social networking sites offer opportunities for their members, 

which can follow brands in a more close way than before. Members of social networking sites 

can also show their enthusiasm and engagement towards a brand by posting their opinion 

publicly, this through liking or commenting a post published by the brand. The phenomena of 

liking and commenting is closely linked and similar to word of mouth-communication (De 

vries, Gensler & Leeflang, 2012). 

 

Studies showed that the traffic to and from Youtube stood for more than 10 percent of the entire 

Internet and for more than 60 percent when it came to online video watching in 2010 

(Siersdorfer, Chelaru, Nejdl & Sanpedro, 2010). Today Youtube has almost two billion users 

from 91 countries a month (Youtube). For many companies this has lead to a paradigm shift, 

from TV commercials to online commercials (Rashid & Zeeshan, 2018).  
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2.2.3 Emotions and advertising in viral marketing 

Positive emotions has been defined by Fredricksson (1998) as emotions that broaden a person's 

perspective which in turn broadens that person’s personal resources. On the other hand negative 

emotions tend to narrow a person's short-termed thoughts towards actions that served our 

ancestors ability to survive. Examples of positive emotions are joy, interest and contentment, 

and of negative emotions fear, anger or sadness (Fredricksson, 1998). 

Hansen and Christensen (2007) found that emotions that appear in an ad and whether these are 

included in the ad in different ways will result in how the consumer reacts towards the ad. They 

also state that emotional flow is seen as what the audience feel during different stages of the 

ad, the aim for the audience is to feel a rise in their emotions. The emotional flow can influence 

different kind of emotions and determines whether the audience emotions are negative or 

positive, and if they feel empathy and involvement towards the ad. In order for an ad to gain 

attention it is vital for it to have emotional response from the audience (Hansen & Christensen, 

2007). 

Different suggestions of components that trigger the emotions has been made. Ducoffe (1995) 

made a study investigating advertising value, defined as “a subjective evaluation of the relative 

worth or utility of advertising to consumers” (p.1). Through a mall-intercept study he tested 

the hypothesis that informativeness, deceptiveness, irritation and entertainment are the four 

factors affecting advertising value the most. Deceptiveness was later incorporated to the factor 

irritation.  

Figure 1 - Model of Advertising Value adapted from Ducoffe (1995) 
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Ducoffe’s (1995) found that all three factors affected advertising value and that 

informativeness and entertainment were the two most important ones. Later, Palka (2009) and 

Saadeghvaziri and Hosseini (2011) showed that entertainment is the most important factor 

influencing the consumers attitude towards viral messages. Entertaining ads are experienced as 

fun, exciting, cool and flashy, the entertaining ads have a positive effect on people’s emotions 

towards the ad  (De Vries, Gensler,  & Leeflang, 2012).  

Previous research has stated that the use of celebrities in advertising videos is both a common 

and powerful tool in order to recieve more attention to the company’s ad (Southgate, Westoby 

& Page 2010). The use of humor in advertising is sought to create a propitious attitude toward 

the advertised product or service (Zhang, 1996). However, if the humour is interpreted to be 

irrelevant to the ad it could create a negative response. It is also stated that the message of the 

ad is vital, the marketing message has to build an emotional connection between the campaign 

and the customer in order to be effective (Dobele et.al., 2007). Dobele has also found that the 

message has to contain an element of surprise in combination with other emotions in order to 

be effective. 

Ads and campaigns with positive emotions are more likely to be shared and go viral than 

negative ones (Berger & Milkman 2012). With that said, a positive ad will most likely bring a 

positive attitude towards the ad by the one being exposed by it. Berger and Milkman further 

explains that people want to share positive things since they do not want to be referred to as a 

negative person that might upset other people with their online content. They also state that if 

there is negative content that is being shared and becoming viral it is probably because the 

viewers gets angry or feel anxiety. When it comes to negative feelings from ads and campaigns 

anger and anxiety is more likely to affect people than sadness (Berger & Milkman 2012). 

Akpinar and Berger (2017) states that informational appeals to viral ads, that focuses on 

product features, boost evaluations of the brand and increase the customers will to buy the 

product. This since informational content makes customers learn more about the brand. Thus, 

Akipnar and Berger (2017) means that informational appeals contributes to the virality of the 

ad. Previous research has stated that informative ads on social networks have a positive effect 

on people's emotions towards the ads and that informative ads compared to non-informative 

ads tend to have a higher popularity (De Vries, Gensler,  & Leeflang, 2012). 
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De Vries, Gensler, and Leeflang (2012) states that vividness is a component to evaluate when 

it comes to understanding what emotions an ad evokes. They further describe vividness as 

something that “...reflects the richness or a brand post’s formal features” (p.84). In other words 

to what degree the brand’s post stimulates the humans different senses. In order for brands to 

achieve vividness in their posts they need to use dynamic animations, colours or pictures 

Furthermore De Vries, Gensler, and Leeflang (2012) argues that videos are more vivid than 

pictures, since they stimulates both the sight and the hearing. A more vivid brand post leads to 

more positive emotions toward the brand post among the viewers, which leads to the viewers 

posting comments and liking the post. Botha and Reyneke (2013) has found that viewers of 

viral marketing videos feel positively affected if the content of the ad is relevant to them and 

negatively affected if they do not feel  familiar with the content.  

This study is based on the conclusion that when costumers feel advertising value emotions are 

evoked. The model of Ducoffe (1995) will be adapted and used as a framework for finding 

components that affect customers emotions deriving from viraö marketing. This framework 

will be combined with a poetic film analysis as proposed by Ekström and Larsson (2010) 

2.3 Conceptualization 
2.3.1 Frame of Reference 

The different components of ads that are said to contribute to virality discussed earlier are 

divided into the different categories of advertising value including informativeness, 

entertainment and irritation (Ducoffe, 1995). Table 1 shows studies that have been done based 

on the model of advertising value.  

Table 1 – Frame of reference. 
Informativeness Entertainment Irritation 

• Informative appeals
boost brand evaluation
and purchase (Akpinar &
Berger, 2017)

• The message (Doebe et.
Al., 2007)

• Use of Celebrities
(Southgate, Westoby &
page, 2010)

• Use of humor (Zhang,
1996)

• Element of surprise
(Doebe et. Al., 2007)

• Positive Emotions
(Berger & milkman
2012)

• Vividness (De Vries,
Gensler & Leeflang,
2012)

• Feelings of anger or
anxiety (Berger &
Milkman, 2012).
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2.3.2 Conceptual Framework 

Following is a conceptual framework that shows how the matters discussed above are related 

and how they will contribute to answer the research question “What components in Nike’s viral 

ads on Youtube trigger emotions?”. 

Figure  2  - Conceptual Framework 

The figure above illustrates how the component of ads, emotions and viral marketing are 

connected. There are three types of components that customers judge advertisements from and 

that evokes emotions; informativeness, entertainment and irritation (Ducoffe, 1995). The most 

influential one being entertainment (Palka, 2009; Saadeghvaziri et al., 2011). There are 

subheadings under the three types of components (see figure 2),  these components leads to 

emotions which in turn contribute to the virality of the ads (Akpinar & Berger, 2017; Dobele 

et al., 2007; Zhang, 1996; De Vries, Gensler & Leeflang, 2012; Southgate, Westoby & Page, 

2010; Berger & Milkman, 2012).  
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3. METHODOLOGY

This chapter covers the data that has been collected and how this was achieved. The aim was 

to collect data to provide information of what trigger emotions in Nike’s viral ads on the social 

media platform Youtube. A guideline for analysis using a poetic film analysis approach and 

Ducoffe’s Model of Advertising Value was developed to gain further understanding of the 

components included in the advertising videos. Furthermore, the comment field of the chosen 

videos was analysed through a content analysis in order to understand if the viewer experienced 

a negative or positive response from the ad. 

3.1 Research Purpose 

There are three main methods of research: descriptive, explanatory and exploratory (Adams, 

Raeside & Khan, 2014). This study was made using a descriptive approach, the descriptive 

approach aims to describe relationships between events (Adams, Raeside & Khan, 2014). This 

was done  by describing components of advertising value that can be found in the chosen videos 

that trigger emotions found in text in the commenting fields. The descriptive approach also 

provides the reader with solid background information and valid explanations (Adams, Raeside 

& Khan, 2014). This was done through describing the data collected and describing previous 

theories about the subject in order to gain a better understanding of viral marketing and 

emotions. 

3.2 Research Approach 

There are two ways of doing research, it is either qualitative or quantitative (David & Sutton, 

2011). The research approach for this study was qualitative. Furthermore, in qualitative 

research data is often interpreted by the one doing the study (David & Sutton, 2011). The data 

collection is non-quantitative and aims to describe the reality as experienced by the respondents 

(Adams, Raeside & Khan, 2014). Qualitative data is the form of data that can provide 

information about feelings, values and attitudes (David & Sutton, 2011). Since the purpose of 

of this research was to further understand emotions a qualitative analysis was appropriate. 

When analyzing the ads a poetic film analysis was chosen as the method. When studying the 

the comments message a content analysis was done to categorize whether the message from 

the viewer was negative or positive.  
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A study could also exist on a continuum from a deductive to an inductive research approach 

(David & Sutton, 2011). In this study a deductive research approach was chosen. Therfore, this 

study aimed to examine if the factors described in Ducoffe´s model of advertising value are 

valid in describing emotions in viral marketing videos and thereby what trigger emotions.  

3.3 Research Strategy 
This study analyzes content on Youtube on the subject of advertising. Moreover, a poetic film 

analysis was made in order to understand the content of the chosen videos and a content 

analysis of the comments posted to the videos was made to understand whether the message 

posted from the consumers were negative or positive. This was done by selecting categories 

for analysis in the videos in beforehand. The findings in these analyses were linked to emotions 

as described earlier.  

3.4 Data Collection 

There are two types of empirical data, primary and secondary (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 

2009). Primary data refers to new data that is collected for a single purpose and secondary data 

is data that has been gathered previously for another purpose. This study consists of a 

combination of both. The data was collected through a visual content analysis from videos as 

well as the comments posted. Secondary data was collected from scholarly research throughout 

the literature review.  

3.5 Sample Selection 

The two advertising videos “Dream crazy” and “Dream crazier” from Nike was chosen as the 

foundation of the research and are therefore marked as the selection. The ad Dream Crazy was 

posted on Youtube by Nike on the fifth of September 2018, the day that the data was conducted 

the video had 29058029 views, 176000 likes, 21000 dislikes and 19192 comments. The ad 

Dream Crazier was posted on the 24th of February 2019, the day that the data was conducted 

the video had 9448041 views, 74000 likes, 14000 dislikes and 8848 comments. 

Dream Crazy features several athletes and highlights the subject that one can overcome 

obstacles in life, and no matter who you are or where you are from you should always dream 

crazy and set the bar up high. Furthermore, Dream Crazier is an all-female featured ad and 

highlights the subject that the world of sports should be equal and that women should be able 

to dream even crazier.  
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A comparison of the two videos was made in order to answer the research question. To gain 

enough data to draw conclusions two hundred comments from each film was collected. The 

200 most recent posted comments since the day of the study the 2019-05-09 was chosen. It 

would have been desirable to analyze comments known to be from the same time period. 

However this could not be achieved since Youtube do not write the exact date comments was 

posted, only “today” or “two days ago”. Therefore the comprehensive way to do it was to 

analyze comments with a starting point from the same day. 

3.6 Content Analysis 

3.6.1 Poetic film analysis 

The poetic film analysis is a method created by Mats Ekström and Larsåke Larsson (2010) for 

analysing films of different kinds, it could be used on everything from a movie, shortfilm, 

youtube-video or a commercial. The first thing to analyze in a poetic film analysis is the 

narration of the film, it should include a story, with a clear beginning and a clear end with 

events in between. Narration describes how the film engages with the audience through either 

providing or hold back on information towards the audience in order to create commitment. 

This will lead to that it creates drama, curiosity, excitement and an element of surprise. A story 

can be described as either of more depth or shallow, it depends on how much information the 

audience receives about the film’s characters and their emotions, thought and problems. 

Furthermore, a film poetic analysis aims to increase the viewers knowledge and comprehension 

about the film. It also seek to take both parts of the film as well as the film as a whole in to 

consideration when analysing.  

According to Ekström and Larsson (2010) the first thing to start with when doing a poetic film 

analysis is to do a segmentation, meaning to transcribe it on paper scene by scene in order to 

clarify the narrative structure. The segmentation will provide the viewer with a clear 

understanding of the sequence of events, from the start to the end. They assert that the 

segmentation also facilitates understanding of the effect of the sound since the analyzer need 

to know the narrative structure to understand if the sound fits in the film as a whole. 

When analyzing further Ekström and Larsson (2010) points to the next step which is the 

stylistic system of the film. This includes four categories: mise-en-scéne, cinematography, 

editing/cut and sound. Mise-en-scéne is the staging, meaning everything that can be seen in the 

scene. This includes aspects such as, the environment, lightsetting, the movement and looks of 
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the characters. Cinematography has to do with how the the film is filmed, whether it is shot as 

a close up, an overview picture or from what angle the camera is at. Furthermore, 

cinematography is also a question about the use of colours, light and the objects in the picture. 

The cut has to do about the composition of the different scenes and takes, the pace of the cut is 

also a vital component, example given if the film changes scenes in a high pace it creates 

excitement and thrilling for the audience. The cut is also of importance for the audience for 

them to be able to orientate themselves to understand how the characters and objects relates to 

each other. Furthermore, the sound is vital when comprehending the emotions towards a film. 

Sound is often used in order for the audience to understand what is going on and where the film 

is set as well as for atmospheres sake.  

3.6.2 Model of Advertising Value 

The components of viral marketing videos believed to evoke emotions in consumers that have 

been stated in the literature review have been divided into the three categories proposed by 

Ducoffe in the model of advertising value. The categories being informativeness, entertainment 

and irritation. Below are guidelines that will be used in the analysis of this study. These are 

supported with a foundation in the previous research stated in the literature review.  

Informativeness: 

- Informative appeals boost brand evaluations and purchase.

In line with previous research this study will see informative appeals as information about 

product features. To what extent these are expressed in the advertisement and how much 

emphasis they attain will be analyzed. 

- The message.

The message of the advertising videos will be analyzed to investigate to what extent the 

message creates an emotional connection between the customer and the advertising video.  

Entertainment: 

- Use of celebrities.

If celebrities are seen in the advertising videos and the importance of their role plays will be 

analyzed.  
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- Use of humor.

Humorous elements will be analyzed through an investigation of the use of events that are 

present in the advertising videos with the purpose of making the viewer laugh.  

- Element of surprise.

The element of surprise will be analyzed through noticing to what extent events that the authors 

did not expect to occur in the advertising videos.   

- Positive emotions.

Positive emotions will be analyzed through relating to what extent the authors feel joy, interest 

or contentment. 

- Vividness.

Vividness will be analyzed through to what extent the ad has focused on the visual experience 

and the experience of sound. How much detail there is on the sound and if this stimulates the 

senses and captures you as a viewer, as well as the colours and video itself.  

Irritation: 

- Feelings of anger or anxiety.

Feelings of anger or anxiety will be analyzed through noticing to what extent the authors 

experience these feelings.  

3.6.3 Guideline for the content film analysis 

In this study a guideline was developed and used during the analysis. It has its foundation in 

two different models and has here been combined. These models are the model of advertising 

value by Ducoffe (1995) that has been adapted in line with previous research about viral 

marketing and a poetic film analysis by Ekström and Larsson (2010).  

First a segmentation of the films was made dividing the films into sequences of scenes written 

down on paper to clarify the narrative structure. Furthermore, the stylistic system was analyzed 

including four categories; mise-en-scéne, cinematography, editing/cutting and sound. 

Thereafter the findings from the poetic film analysis were categorized according to the model 

of advertising value; informativeness, entertainment and irritation. This was made in order to 

clarify as many components in the films as possible.  
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Figure 3 - Guideline for analysis 

3.6.4 Content analysis of the comments 

The content analysis was focused on whether the comments posted to the chosen advertising 

videos on Youtube were positive or negative. When making this distinction Fredrickson's 

(1998) broaden–and–build model of positive emotions was used to make this separation. 

Comments expressing joy, interest or contentment was seen as positive. Comments expressing 

fear, anger or sadness was seen as negative. Comments where the distinction of positive or 

negative was not possible was considered as not usable data because of foreign language 

deficiency in Chinese and the like.  

Table 2 – Positive and negative emotions 

Positive Emotions Negative Emotions 

• Joy
• Interest
• Contentment

• Fear
• Anger
• Sadness

Fredrickson’s Broaden-and-build model of positive emotions (1998) 
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3.7 Reliability 
According to Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2009) reliability is “the extent to which your data 

collection techniques or analysis procedures will yield consistent findings” (p.156). Thus, to 

what degree the data collection and analysis would provide the same results if it was done on 

another occasion or by other researchers. Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2009) states that there 

are several threats to the reliability of a study. One of these risks are “observer bias”. Meaning 

that the observers may interpret situations in different ways. The findings of this study might 

be biased since it is dependent on the interpretations by the two authors. There is a risk the 

analysis would have resulted in a different way if it was done by other authors or on a different 

occasion. In order to maintain reliability and reduce the risk of observer bias and increase 

credibility a framework was made to guide the authors interpretations of data during this study. 

This framework derives from Ducoffe’s (1995) model of advertising value as well as a model 

for poetic film analysis by Ekström & Larsson (2010). This framework can be used on other 

similar research as well as by other researchers. The hopes are that this would lead to similar 

results.  

3.8 Validity 

Validity is defined by Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2009) as “whether the findings are really 

about what they appear to be about”. As to reliability they also state that there are several threats 

to validity. One of these are the threat of history, this refers to events that have occured previous 

to the study may affect the study. This could be the case of the content analysis of the comments 

in this story. The authors have no control of what has happened before the comments posted 

are analyzed. Furthermore, one might not like the celebrity featured in an ad but still like the 

ad itself, therefore people might be commenting external events that is not directly connected 

to the ad. 
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4. DATA PRESENTATION

In this chapter the data that has been collected is presented. A content analysis consisting of a 

poetic film analysis, the model of advertising value and a content analysis of comments have 

been conducted. It starts with an analysis of the ad Dream Crazy and then an analysis of the 

ad Dream Crazier.  

4.1 Dream Crazy 

4.1.1 Poetic Film Analysis - Segmentation 

Scene 1: 

Outside in an american neighborhood. Nyjah Huston, a young man skating on a rail to a 

concrete stair and falling several times, tries to perform a trick but does not succeed. A narrator 

voice says “If people say your dreams are crazy, if they laugh at what you think you can do”. 

In the background there is an instrumental piano playing, dramatic and thrilling. The young 

man looks like a typical skater dressed in Nike clothes. Soft colors, looks like it is set in 

dawn/dusk.  

Scene 2: 

Inside a wrestling hall, Isaiah Bird, a boy without legs in a wrestling suit doing push ups. He is 

wrestling a boy with legs in a wrestling game. They are wrestling on a wrestling mat an a 

referee is observing the game and blowing in his whistle. There are many young people having 

wrestling games in the background, it seems to be a tournament.  The narrator voice continues: 

“Good, stay that way”. The music in the background keeps playing together with voices 

cheering on the game. Calm and soft colours.  

Scene 3: 

On a field of yellow grass, a young boy staring into the camera and breathing heavily as if he 

has been running. The music keeps on playing. Calm and soft colours.  

Scene 4: 

Inside a gym, a woman, Zeina Nassar, in a nike hijab stars into the camera. She is breathing 

heavily as if she has been practicing some kind of sport. The music keeps on playing. Calm 

and soft colours.  
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Scene 5: 

By the ocean, people watching a surfer on a big screen. Kai Lenny, a surfer is catching a big 

wave. The music keeps on playing and the sound of breeze in the background. The narrator 

voice continues “Because what the non believers fail to understand, is that calling a dream 

crazy is not an insult, it's a compliment.” They zoom in on the big screen to an actual clip of 

the surfer on the wave. The surfer is riding a big wave while doing plenty of tricks on it. Calm 

and soft colours.  

Scene 6: 

Back to the gym, where the woman in the hijab is punching towards the camera, practicing 

boxing. The music keeps on playing and you can hear her heavy breathing when punching. 

Calm and soft colours. 

Scene 7: 

In an indoor basketball hall, Megan Blunk, a young woman in a wheelchair dribbling a 

basketball in each hand and staring into the camera. It looks like she has paralyzed legs. The 

music continues, you can hear the ball bouncing. Calm and soft colours. The woman wears a 

nike basketball top.  

Scene 8: 

In an african landscape, the same boy as in scene 3. Eliud Kipchoge, a young Kenyan boy is 

running. It's a scenic landscape with dry grass and hills far away in the background. The road 

he is running on is made out of gravel. It looks like it is a remote place not close to any city. 

The music keeps on playing but has changed to less piano and more dramatic sounds, the 

narrator voice says “Don't try to be the fastest runner in your school..”. Calm and soft colours. 

On the finishing line of a marathon, it is outside and the sky is cloudy. Eliud Kipchoge breaks 

the finishing line and is congratulated by two other men. They are cheering him and hugging 

him. The race is arranged by nike and the men are wearing clothes from nike. The narrator 

voice continues “..or the fastest in the world. Be the fastest ever”.  

Scene 9: 

On an american football field, two junior team of kids is playing a game. One of the kids is 

running, he catches the ball in hope of scoring. It is a foggy weather and the leaves are turning 

yellow, it seems to be fall. The music keeps on playing, you can hear the kids screaming and 
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cheering in the background. The narrator voice says “Dont picture yourself wearing OBJ:s 

(referring to the famous american football player Odell Beckham Jr) jersey, picture OBJ 

wearing yours”. 

Scene 10: 

Homecoming event at a high school, Alicia Woollcott wearing a crown and a ribbon laughing. 

People cheering in the background and the music keeps on playing. The narrator voice says 

“Don't settle for homecoming queen..”. An american football team is playing and someone is 

being tackled. It is night and the arena is lit up by big spotlights. The narrator voice continues 

“..or linebacker”. The music continues as well. There is also cheering in the background. The 

scene continues to the same girl (Alicia Woollcott) standing as linebacker among the young 

men in the football team. Everyone is looking into the camera wearing nike jerseys. The 

narrator voice continues “..do both”.  

Scene 11: 

In a bedroom, Charlie Jabaley, an overweight young man is taking a selfie with his cellphone 

in the mirror. Rapidly the picture changes to another selfie in the mirror where the same young 

man has lost a lot of weight. Then the picture changes to a clip of the young man running an 

iron man and lastly a scan of his brain from the hospital. Everything is filmed in black and 

white creating a more serious impression. The narrator voice says “Lose a hundred and twenty 

pounds and become an iron man. After beating a brain tumour”. The music continues in the 

background and is increasingly dramatic and sad. 

Scene 12: 

Outside on a street in a city, Lacey Baker, is riding a skateboard down a lane. The person has 

an androgynous look. It looks like it is filmed in the sunset. The skater looks into the camera 

in the end. The narrator voice says “Don't believe you have to be like anybody, to be 

somebody.” 

Scene 13: 

A poor african neighborhood, young men are playing soccer on dry mud. The picture moves 

on to Alphonso Davis playing soccer at a professional level in the national team on a big soccer 

arena on perfect green grass, he is scoring a goal. The narrator voice says “If you are born a 

refugee, don't let it stop you from playing soccer for the national team at age 16”. The music 
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keeps playing and you can hear people cheering and screaming from the stand at the soccer 

arena. The colours are soft. 

Scene 14: 

Indoor basketball hall, projected on the stand you can see a young male basketball player. As 

he moves on the projected movie the scene changes to an actual footage of LeBron James 

dunking and scoring. Then it changes to footage from the news where the same basketball 

player but older opens up a school. In the background the music is playing and you can hear 

the basketball players speech. The narrator voice says “Don't become the best basketball player 

on the planet, be bigger than basketball”. 

Scene 15: 

A street in a big american city, Colin Capernick is filmed from behind as he turns around and 

stars into the camera. It is nighttime, you can see the street lights and the car lights. The music 

continues, the narrator voice says “Believe in something, even if it means sacrificing 

everything”. 

Scene 16: 

Soccer field, with the female brazilian national team playing against USA. USA is scoring a 

goal and the women are celebrating. It looks like it is at night and that the arena is lit up by 

spotlights. In the background you can hear the music together with cheering from the audience. 

The narrator voice says “When they talk about the greatest team in history of sport, make sure 

it is your team”. 

Scene 17: 

Outside at night three young boys on their bikes watching a movie of a man running projected 

on a building. You can see that the man running is an american football player with only one 

hand, Shaquem Griffin. The scene changes to footage of the american football player. He is 

tackling his opponent, scores and celebrates. You can hear the music play and the crowd 

cheering. The narrator voice says “If you have only one hand, don't just watch football, play it. 

At the highest level.” 
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Scene 18: 

A tennis court, at night with a tennis game projected on it. It is a young girl playing tennis. The 

scene continues with the girl now grown up and a professional tennis player, Serena Williams. 

She wins game after game and celebrates. You can tell that she wins several games since she 

has different clothes in every clip. The music keep on playing in the background and you can 

hear the tennis ball bouncing on her racket, Serena shouting when hitting the ball and the 

audience cheering. The narrator voice says: “If you are girl from Compton, don't just become 

a tennis player, become the greatest athlete ever. Yes, that's more like it”.  

Scene 19: 

Nighttime on the street of a big city in the USA. Colin Kaepernick, as in previous scenes, is 

still walking on the street. He starts talking and it is here shown that he is the man of the narrator 

voice, he looks into the camera and says “So, don't ask if your dreams are crazy. Ask if they 

are crazy enough”. He walks out of the picture and you can see the skyline of the city. The 

camera zooms out from the closeup of the man to a overview picture of the entire city. On the 

buildings all the faces that has been in the film are projected on different buildings. the text 

“It's only crazy until you do it” appears and changes into “Just do it”.  

4.1.2 Poetic Film Analysis - Stylistic System 

Misé-en-scene: 

The environment is set on different sport fields and places where someone can practice their 

sport. Such as american football fields, tennis courts, soccer fields and indoor basketball halls. 

It also at times shows the athletes progress, from where they started at a backyard playing 

soccer to later playing at a professional arena. The environment and setting feels familiar and 

appropriate to the story told. Furthermore, it is comprehensive and easy to relate to since many 

people have some kind of connection to sport even if it is that they have played ball or been 

running around when growing up. The characters are all well known athletes. Even if you do 

not recognize them at first glance they feel appropriate to the role they are playing. They are 

all dressed in sportswear according to the sport they are practising, all the sportswear is from 

Nike. All the characters featured in the ad represents diversity i.e. disabilities, sickness, 

ethnicity, socioeconomic factors, gender and religion. All the characters have incommon is that 

they are the best at their sport in spite of the positions they have today or has been in previously. 

They are shown when they are practicing their sport. You can tell from their facial expressions 
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that they are serious about what they do and how much it matters to them. Emphasis is put on 

that they all started from a non-favourable position and has come a long way since.  

Cinematography: 

Over all the film is dramatically captured. It often starts with a picture projected in a setting 

and then moves on to what is actually in the picture. An example of this is the scene with 

LeBron James. It starts with a movie projected on the stand in a basket hall and ends with him 

becoming the best in basketball and then doing charity. Another thing that occurs throughout 

the ad is that the scenes starts broadley and then narrows the focus down towards the athletes. 

An example is the scene with Eliud Kipchoge. It starts with a young boy running on the 

countryside and ends with Kipchoge winning a whole marathon. The colours of the movie are 

soft and calm. It is often set in either sunrise or sunset to gain a soft light. There are objects 

which can be seen in the film. However, emphasis is put on the athletes and the objects are 

mostly blurred out in the background, such as an audience or a scenic view.  One thing that 

occurs frequently is a closeup of the athletes faces when they look intense into the camera. This 

closeup often comes from a wider shot where the athlete is in the picture but it is not clear until 

you see the actual close up. All the clips in the film are recorded with a movable camera that 

follows the athlete in motion.  

Editing/cut: 

The cut from scenes starts when the athletes are young and continues to twhen they are 

successful and grown up. It provides the viewer with valid information and a feeling of 

achievement from the athletes. The cutting creates a more dramatic feeling towards the 

storyline and it creates a inspirational  and emotional feeling for the viewer when the athletes 

overcome their challenges. The pace of the cutting between different scenes is fast and creates 

a feeling of thrill and excitement. Even though the pace is fast it is not hard for the viewer to 

understand the plot, this is partly due to the recurring sequence of events. One thing that occurs 

frequently throughout the film is footage of a building or a screen with a movie projected on 

it. The film is then clipped to the same footage that was projected on the building or screen in 

the previous clip. This connects the clips together and at the same time creates a bit of confusion 

which calls for the attention of the viewer to comprehend the film. Otherwise the clipping is a 

straight clip from one footage to another. Analytical clipping is present throughout the film, 

meaning that a new scene starts with an overview picture and then narrows down to a closer 

clip of what is central for the story of the movie.  
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Sound: 

During the whole ad dramatic and thrilling instrumental piano music is playing in the 

background. This is accompanied with Colin Kaepernick's voice narrating the whole movie. 

Sounds that are linked to the events in the ad is also highlighted. Such as the sound of Serena 

Williams tennis ball bouncing against her racket or the crowds cheering in the background. The 

sound helps the viewer to comprehend the situation and emotions going on in the movie. For 

example an athlete's heavy breathing is highlighted to put emphasis on the physical challenges 

of sports. The sound of people cheering to the athletes accomplishments is occurs frequently 

during the whole ad. This contributes to the feeling of happiness and impressiveness of the 

athletes performance.  

4.1.3 Analysis of components – Model of Advertising Value 

Informativeness: 

- Informative appeals boost brand evaluations and purchase.

There are no informative appeals such as information about specific product features or 

purchase information. However, the ad shows a broad range of products for many different 

sports, also products and clothes for people no matter what gender the athletes identify as. Nike 

also provides the viewer with information that they have special products such as hijabs. Their 

range of sports covers everything from marathon runners to american footballers and people 

practicing para sports. Nike succeeds in providing the viewer with information about their 

brand and range of products without spelling it out. With the visual that is shown in the film 

with all the athletes wearing Nike clothes and products the viewer can get this information even 

if it is not included in the hearing or spelt out in words or numbers.  

- The message.

The message of the ad is clear, that no matter how big your dreams are they are achievable. 

The ad highlights athletes overcoming obstacles and proving people wrong.  It highlights that 

Nike believes and provides athletes with sports equipment no matter what sport or story they 

have. Furthermore, the message is about being a brand that includes a wide range of people and 

being inspirational for people. The message is brought to the viewers both through the narrator 

voice together that provides the viewer with inspirational quotes that goes hand in hand with 

the visual content. An example is scene 18 when a young girl playing tennis in a not so fancy 

tennis court then turns to a grown up woman that is Serena Williams. Hence, the visual in scene 

18 is combined with the quote “If you are girl from Compton, don't just become a tennis player, 
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become the greatest athlete ever. Yes, that's more like it”. The message gets a further meaning 

when sound and the visual content is combined and it then becomes a story. The visual shows 

the girl growing up and becoming a professional athlete and the narrator voice explains that 

even if you are a girl growing up in a poor neighborhood like Compton you could still become 

not just a professional tennis player but the greatest athlete of all time. Furthermore, the 

message is given to the audience throughout the ad since it tells different stories but with a 

similar foundation during the whole film. 

Entertainment: 

- Use of celebrities.

Celebrities are highly used in this ad. Nike has managed to gather a number of athletes with 

different aspects of their background that they have overcome in their career. One athlete was 

a refugee and is now a praised a soccer player. Athletes can be born and raised in poor 

neighborhoods but still become the best athletes there is. There are 16 celebrities featured in 

the ad, all athletes. Furthermore, the ad itself is 2 minutes and 5 seconds long and with 16 

celebrities appearing in the ad the celebrities are thereby shown frequently. There is a celebrity 

featured in every scene and the same celebrity is featured more than one time in some of the 

scenes. 

- Use of humor.

There is no humor present in the ad. 

- Element of surprise.

One element of surprise that occurs several times during the ad is the athlete’s background 

stories that the viewers might not be aware of. Furthermore, the fact that the athletes conquer 

obstacles seen to be impossible, is an element of surprise itself. Another element of surprise 

that occurs is that it is Colin Kaepernick who is the narrator voice which is revealed in scene 

19, in the end of the ad. 

- Positive emotions.

When watching the ad feelings of both joy, interest and contentment are evoked. Watching the 

athletes overcoming obstacles and achieving their goals made the authors feel joy. Seeing the 

athletes from their youth to the point where they are successful and grown up evoked feelings 

of interest for their careers. Seeing them succeed against all odds becoming best at their sports 

made the authors feel contentment.  
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- Vividness.

There is a substantial focus on both visual aspects and sound aspects in this ad. Nike is trying 

to highlight the importance of their message by combining the visual and sound in the best 

way. When seeing a basketball bouncing on the floor the sound of the bounce and heavy breaths 

are highlighted simultaneously for the viewers to get an understanding of the focus of the 

athlete. It provokes a feeling of that all eyes are on the athlete and that it is now or never. 

Together with the sounds of the things going on in the film there are also the narrative voice 

that tells a story about the different athletes. It would not be possible to understand the ad fully 

without the sound or only by the sound. The visual tells the viewers who the athlete is and the 

voice tells the story about the athlete. Since the narrative voice does not say the athletes featured 

by name, it is for the eyes to know. The narrative voice tells the story in a inspirational way 

together with background music that helps to create a feeling. 

Irritation: 
- Feelings of anger or anxiety.

There was no clear feeling of anger nor anxiety present. 

4.1.4 Analysis of Comments - Fredrickssons broaden–and–build model of positive emotions 

In this analysis 200 comments from the video were analyzed in relation to positive or negative 

emotions. The findings are that out of 200 comments 106 were positive, 56 were negative and 

38 was considered as not usable data because of foreign language deficiency in Chinese and 

the like.  

Figure 4 - Content analysis of comments from Dream Crazy. 
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4.2 Dream Crazier 

4.2.1 Poetic Film Analysis - Segmentation 

Scene 1: 

At a biking event, closeup of Sarah Reinertsen in a bicycle helmet and gloves. She is crying 

and taking her helmet of. She looks upwards to someone that comforts her. Then she sits at a 

press conference, crying in front of a microphone. The clip is a closeup focused on her face. In 

the background you can hear soft background music playing and a narrator voice saying “If we 

show emotions, we are called dramatic”. 

Scene 2: 

Outside on an american football field, a young girl playing an american football game. She has 

a long ponytail sticking out of her helmet which none of the other players in the game have. 

The players are tackling each other fighting for the ball. It is daylight, bright and sunny. The 

music in the background continues and the narrator voice continues “If we want to play against 

men, we are nuts”.  

Scene 3: 

Outside on a soccer arena, the US women's soccer team are singing their national anthem and 

holding their right hand on their chest. They are all dressed in Nike clothes. There is a crowd 

on the stand in the background and the grass on the field is green. The first three athletes seen 

are Alex Morgan, Julie Ertz, Alyssa Naeher all singing. Then the camera clips into a zoomed 

in picture of Megan Rapinoe having a serious look on her face. The music in the background 

continues and the narrator voice says “And if we dream of equal opportunity, delusional”. 

Scene 4: 

At a tennis court, tennis player Li Na is having a heated discussion with someone that you can 

not see in the picture. She looks upset and points with her tennis racket towards something and 

looks up like someone is standing above her, perhaps a tennis referee since they sit on a high 

chair. She is all dressed in Nike. The music is playing in the background and you can also hear 

that a discussion is being held. The narrator voice says: “When we stand for something..”.  
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Scene 5: 

On a basketball court at a WNBA game, Sue Bird among her teammates is having a discussion 

with the referee. She is very angry and throws off her face mask which protects her nose, her 

teammates tries to calm her down. In the background you can hear the commentator saying 

“Sue Bird, you need to calm down” and the crowd making noises. The narrator voice says “..we 

are unhinged”. The team is wearing Nike clothes.  

Scene 6: 

At an arena a track and field race is going on. Caster Semenya is by far in the lead and finishes 

the race as number one. She celebrates and makes a victory gesture where she puts her hands 

over her head and applauds towards the audience. She is wearing Nike clothes. In the 

background you can hear noise from the stand, whistles blowing, the commentators speaking 

as well as the background music. The narrator voice says “When we are too good, there is 

something wrong with us”.  

Scene 7: 

At an indoor basketball court, Diana Taurasi is having a discussion with a referee. She looks 

very upset. Her coach Cheryl Reeve is even more upset. She throws of her suit jacket to the 

ground out of anger and a man in a suit behind her tries to hold her back. The music in the 

background continues and you can also hear the crowd shout and whistles making sounds. The 

narrator voice says: “And if we get angry, we are hysterical, irrational..”. 

Scene 8: 

At a tennis court, tennis player Simona Halep is very angry, she hits her tennis racket to the 

ground until it breaks. The narrator voice continues: “..or just being crazy”. The music in the 

background gets increasingly intense and you can hear the crowd screaming. 

Scene 9: 

A marathon in a city, to tell by the clip it looks like it was filmed a long time ago. The picture 

is of other colours than the rest of the film and it is more blurry and pixely which gives it an 

older impression. Katherine Switzer, takes of her jersey and beneath it she has a shirt with the 

text “Et les femmes” meaning “and women”, she runs a marathon which seemingly is only for 

men. A man in a suit tries to hold her back and drag her of the race but she gets way and 

continues the marathon. The music in the background continues, you can also hear people 
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screaming and a commentator saying “..officials try to pull her of the course”. The narrator 

voice says “But, a woman running a marathon was crazy”.  

Scene 10: 

A woman punching toward the camera. Then, at a boxing ring, two women fighting each other 

at a game. One of them is Marlen Esparza and she seems to be in the lead. There is a crowd 

shouting in the background and you can hear the sound of the punches in the boxing ring. The 

narrator voice continues: “The women boxing was crazy”. 

Scene 11: 

At an indoors basketball arena, Lisa Leslie dunks a basketball into the basket. She does a 

victory gesture where she runs with her hands above her head towards the audience listening 

to their cheers. The stands in the arena is crowded. The music continues, the crowd is shouting 

and the narrator voice says: “A woman dunking, crazy”. 

Scene 12: 

At an indoor basketball arena, Becky Hammon coaches a male NBA team. She sits down and 

talks engaging and coaching the players. She tries to pep talk them and you can tell that she 

has a very serious tone in her voice. The picture is a closeup of Becky Hammon but you can 

see the men surrounding her. In the background the music is still playing and the narrator voice 

says: “Coaching an NBA team, crazy”.  

Scene 13: 

At a fencing game, Ibtihaj Mohammad celebrates a victory. She has her helmet in one hand 

and her weapon in the other. You can see her smiling and hear her shouting out of happiness. 

She is wearing fencing clothes and a hijab. The clip is focused on her, you cannot see any other 

person focused in the picture. The narrator voice says: “A woman competing in a hijab..”. 

Scene 14: 

At a swimming pool, a swimming race is going on. You can see the women competing and 

they are all crawling. Throughout the scene it is a closeup of the women in the pool, no 

background is present.  When the race is finished the picture changes to a close up of Simone 

Manuel, holding her hand in front of her mouth looking happy and surprised. In the background 
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you can hear applauding and cheering. The music continues and the narrator voice says: 

“..changing her sport”.  

Scene 15: 

At a halfpipe in a skiarea, Chloe Kim is jumping on a snowboard doing a big trick and succeeds 

with it. You can see the snowy mountains and a helicopter in the background. The camera 

zooms into her happy face when she snowboards down the halfpipe. She looks very happy and 

holds her hands in front of her chest. Someone is shouting happily in the background, the music 

continues and the narrator voice says: “Landing a double cork ten eighty..”.   

Scene 16: 

At a tennis court outside on a sunny day a game with a full stand is going on. Serena Williams 

dressed in Nike, is hitting the ball really hard looking focused and happy. The picture zooms 

in to her face and then her bouncing the ball to the ground. Then it changes back to a footage 

of her doing a serve. The sound is focused on the sound a ball makes when hitting a racket. The 

music continues and the narrator voice says: “..or winning 23 grand slams, having a baby, and 

then coming back for more..”.  

Scene 17: 

At a soccer field, Sam Kerr is doing a backwards handspring as a victory gesture. The crowd 

is screaming. The picture is only focused on her doing the victory gesture. You can only see a 

piece of the soccer field and her, not the stands or any other player. The music continues and 

the narrator voice says: “..crazy”.  

Scene 18: 

At an indoor basketball hall, a young girl dribbles two basketballs, one in each hand. She 

bounces them really fast and looks very focused. She is all dressed in Nike. In the background 

you can see a man also bouncing a ball but the focus is only on her. The music continues and 

the narrator voice says: “crazy”. The cutting between this scene and the previous one is of high 

pace.  

Scene 19: 

At a track and field arena, a wheelchair race is going on. Tatyana McFadden looks to be in the 

lead of the race. She is very focused and stairs towards the finishing line. She is wearing Nike 
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clothes and a helmet. The music continues and the narrator voice says “crazy”. The cutting 

between this scene and the previous one is of high pace.  

Scene 20: 

At a gym, a young girl is doing an overhead squat. She looks strong and focused and lifts the 

barbell without any problem. The camera is from the angel straight in front of her. In the 

background you can see a man exercising at another station in the gym. The music continues 

and the narrator voice says: “crazy”. The cutting between this scene and the previous one is of 

high pace.  

Scene 21: 

At a skate bowl a young girl, Sky Brown, is skating and doing a big trick jumping up in the air. 

It is outside and filmed in the sunset. The skate bowl is made out of concrete. The picture is 

focused on Sky but you can see a couple sitting on the edge of the bowl in the background. The 

music continues and the narrator voice says: “and crazy”. The cutting between this scene and 

the previous one is of high pace.  

Scene 22: 

At a gymnastics competition, Simone Biles runs towards a vaulting table and does a trick over 

it. She flys up in the air doing multiple spins and flips and succeeds with the landing on the 

mat. She is smiling when hitting the landing and stretching out her arms into the sky. The stand 

behind her is full and the referrals are watching her closely. The crowd is shouting when she 

does the trick. The music continues.  

Scene 23: 

At a soccer field, a young girl dressed in Nike is standing and holding a ball. She looks straight 

into the camera with a serious face. It is a gray and cloudy day. The music keeps on playing 

and the narrator voice starts to say: “So if they want to..”. 

Scene 24: 

At a swimming pool, Simone Manuel is at the edge of the pool holding a handle with one hand. 

It is a closeup of her. She stares directly into the camera with a serious face. The music 

continues and the narrator voice says: “..call you crazy”. The cutting between this scene and 

the previous one is of high pace.  
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Scene 25: 

In a boxing ring, a young girl wearing a boxing helmet and a mouthguard. The picture is a 

closeup of her face and she stares into the camera looking very serious. The music continues. 

The cutting between this scene and the previous one is of high pace.  

Scene 26: 

Back to Serena Williams at the tennis court. The scene starts with a closeup of her face where 

she first looks down to the ground and then open her eyes and looks up towards the sky looking 

determined. In slow motion you can see the ball bouncing up high and Serena hitting it very 

hard. The music continues in the background and gets even more dramatic. The narrator voice 

says: “Fine” and the music stops. The narrator voice continues and the music as well: “Show 

them what crazy can do”. The picture turns black and the text “It's only crazy until you do it” 

appears. Then the text changes to: “Just do it” and Nikes logo the swoosh appears.  

4.2.2 Poetic Film Analysis - Stylistic System 

Misé-en-scene: 

The entire film is set in different sport settings such as arenas, fields and halls. It is always an 

athlete performing her sport and all the athletes are women. They are having a discussion with 

a referee or celebrating something they have just accomplished. The athletes are always in 

action. Either expressing skills and strength through winning or making other accomplishments 

in their sport. Or expressing feelings such as joy through victory gestures or sadness through 

crying or anger through having a discussion. All the athletes looks and are dressed appropriate 

to the sport they are performing. They have no makeup or fancy clothes but equipment and 

clothes in order for them to perform their sport. There is no specific emphasis on light settings 

in the film. The focus is on the content of the clips and what happens to the women being filmed 

rather than things such as colours, light settings or specific camera angles. It seems as if many 

of the scenes are independent sports clips that are not made simply for this ad. 

Cinematography: 

This ad contains many close ups, the film is shot near the object and the main focus is on the 

athlete featured. There is not mot much focus on the background except for presenting an 

environment appropriate for the sport. There is enough details for the viewer to understand 

where the film takes place but other than that, the focus is on the athlete. The athlete’s faces 

and their facial expressions are filmed in the most of the scenes. Furthermore, at some scenes 
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there are overview pictures for the audience to either see the whole trick or sport that the athlete 

is performing or to see the entire environment and location. There is no clear focus of the 

colours, since there are different sports clips that are cut together to create a whole ad. In some 

of the scenes, there are focus on the light, example given a sunset. The film is not consistent in 

their use of colours and light. 

Editing/cut: 

The film starts with longer scenes from the same events. The scenes get shorter and shorter and 

right up until the end they are no longer than a few seconds. The cutting between these scenes 

is very fast. This builds up thrill and excitement for the ending scene which is longer. The 

scenes are always focused on the athletes, they are always the center of attention. Either their 

faces or on the athlete performing their sport. The actions the athletes are involved in are always 

in center and both cutting and composition takes consideration of this.  

Sound: 

The sound is highlighted in this ad. There is background music that plays throughout the whole 

ad together with a narrator voice and sounds that are highlighted for the events that are 

happening in the scenes. The viewer can hear a ball bounce, breaths, and the sounds of a heated 

discussion. Furthermore, crowds cheering in the background can also be heard, this in order to 

fully understand the situation. The background music is consistent except for a couple of times 

when the ad becomes more dramatic. 

4.2.3 Analysis of comments – Model of Advertising Value 

Informativeness: 

- Informative appeals boost brand evaluations and purchase.

In this film the athletes are wearing Nike apparel. This shows the viewer that Nike has apparel 

for a broad range of sports. It also shows the viewer that Nike has special garments such as the 

hijab. Apart from that there are no informative appeals to the commercial.  

- The message.

The message of this ad is that women also can succeed within sport. The ad strives to take back 

the word crazy and use it as something positive. It shows women overcoming obstacles and 

breaking barriers within sports. Emphasis is put on common comments that tend to be used in 

society calling women “crazy” when taking on challenges and aiming for big achievements 
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within sports. To show that this is not crazy or impossible to do, events from the history is 

brought up, such as showing that years ago a woman running a marathon or a woman boxing 

was crazy, but today that is perfectly normal. Thus, women should keep on doing things that 

are seen to be “crazy” because once it is done, it is not seen as crazy anymore. This message is 

clear throughout the ad. It is easy comprehended through just watching and listening to the 

narrator voice. To further put emphasis on it, the text in the end states “It’s only crazy until you 

do it. Just do it” which makes it even more clear that this is the message of the ad, that women 

should break the barriers in the world of sports. The message is brought to the viewer mostly 

from the narrator voice but in a combination with the visual content it gives the viewer real life 

examples.  

Entertainment: 

- Use of celebrities.

In total there are 23 famous women athletes featured in the film. They are present in most 

scenes. Thus, the use of celebrities are seen to be high in this film. The diversity among the 

celebrities is high with the female athletes representing several different ethnicities, ages and 

religions. There is also a broad range of sports that the athletes are performing, everything from 

tennis, biking and soccer to parasports such as wheelchair racing. There is celebrities featured 

in 21 out of 26 scenes in the ad, however two of the celebrities are featured in two scenes each. 

- Use of humor.

The use of humor is not present in this film. 

- Element of surprise.

There is no clear element of surprise. 

- Positive emotions.

When watching this movie the authors felt both joy, interest and contentment. Watching the 

athletes overcoming obstacles and celebrating their accomplishments made the authors feel 

joy. The stories of the athletes made them feel interest for both the film and the stories behind 

the clips shown in the film. Contentment was present in the ending scene when the film was 

concluded with the sentence “It's only crazy until you do it. Just do it”. The ending scene left 

the authors with a feeling that the athletes has shown everyone that it is possible to do the 

impossible and that is is time for a equal world of sports. 
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- Vividness.

This ad focuses on a combination of both the visual and the sound in order to get the complete 

picture. Furthermore, in order to get the whole picture the narrator voice describes what the 

different athletes has accomplished that is shown in the ad. The film starts with a woman crying 

and the narrator voice says “If we show emotions, we are called dramatic”. The woman crying 

together with the story told paints a clear picture to the viewer of what is intended to be said. 

There is dramatic music in the background to capture the excitement and seriousness of the ad. 

Particular details has been filmed and captured through sound to further hook the viewers on 

the story. An example is in the scene with the tennis player Serena Williams. There she is 

bouncing the tennis ball to the ground to prepare for her serve has been captured in slow motion. 

This is a detail that shows the viewer how she prepares for the serve. In this sequence you can 

also hear the bouncing of the tennis ball against the ground, this  further strengthens the 

vividness of the scene. Another example is the scene where Sue Bird is angry at a referee, in 

this scene you can hear the commentators in the background saying “Sue Bird you need to calm 

down”. This strengthens the impression that Sue Bird is very upset.  

Irritation: 
- Feelings of anger or anxiety.

There was no feeling of anger or anxiety present. 

4.2.4 Analysis of Comments - Fredrickssons broaden–and–build model of positive emotions 

In this analysis 200 comments from the video were analyzed in relation to positive or negative 

emotions. The findings are that out of 200 comments 46 were positive, 124 were negative 

and 30 was considered as not usable data because of foreign language deficiency in Chinese 

and the like.  
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Figure 5 - Content analysis of comments from Dream Crazier.
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5. DATA ANALYSIS
In this chapter an analysis of the data collected is presented. The findings from the poetic film 

analysis, the model of advertising value and the content analysis of the comments has been 

analyzed to find an answer to the research question:  What components in Nike’s viral ads on 

Youtube trigger emotions? 

5.1 Dream Crazy 

Two hundred comments of the advertising video Dream Crazy were analyzed, 106 were 

positive and 56 were negative. Two of the three factors of the proposed model of advertising 

value was present in the film. It has components that are informative and entertaining but lacks 

any components under the category irritation.  

The informative components found in the ad are “informative appeals” and “the message”. 

There are no direct informative appeals such as product or price information in the ad. However 

Nike products and clothes are seen throughout the ad. This shows the viewer that Nike produces 

clothes for a wide range of sports as well as more uncommon products such as a hijab. This 

display of products can be seen as an informative appeal. The message from the ad is clear and 

was one of the easiest components to find during the analysis.  Dobele et.al  (2007) has stated 

that the marketing message has to build an emotional connection between the campaign and 

the customer in order to be effective. In this ad the message is that no dream is too big. This is 

shown through stories of different athletes breaking barriers within their sport.  This trigger 

emotions in the viewers and thus builds an emotional connection between the viewer and the 

film. Seemingly, the message of the ad can be one of the things triggering emotions among the 

audience.  

Most components could be found under the category entertainment. Previous research has 

stated that this is the most important factor, from the model of advertising value, when it comes 

to viral marketing (Palka, 2009; Saadeghvaziri et al., 2011). Thus, it was no surprise that most 

of the factors found during the analysis could be placed here. The number of entertaining 

components in the ad could also be a reason to the positive feelings expressed in the comments 

analyzed. The film takes advantage of the use of celebrities to a high degree. The use of 

celebrities is known to be a powerful tool for viral messages (Southgate, Westoby & Page 

2010). In this ad celebrities can be seen in almost every scene. There are celebrities from a 
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wide range of sports and with different backgrounds, this makes it possible for viewers from 

many different backgrounds and sports to feel a connection to the film. It is known that people 

tend to get a positive feeling from watching a movie if they feel like the content of the movie 

are relevant to them (Botha & Reyneke, 2013). Thus, the positive emotions expressed in the 

comments is a possible result of the use of celebrities.  

 

The element of surprise is another component under entertainment that could be found in the 

film. Firstly the stories behind the athletes featured in the film can be seen as an element of 

surprise. The stories are astounding and the viewer gets amazed of the accomplishments the 

athletes has achieved. Secondly the clearest element of surprise is in the end when it turns out 

that it is Colin Kaepernick that is the narrator of the film. Dobele et.al (2007) has stated that 

for viral marketing message to be effective it has to contain an element of surprise in 

combination with other emotions in order to be effective. Thus, the fact that it is not revealed 

until the end that it is Colin Kaepernick talking can be a contributing factor to the virality of 

the ad. As Larsson and Ekström (2010) stated, it is important that the film engages with the 

audience through either give or hold back on information towards the audience in order to 

create commitment. Furthermore, the element of surprise in this ad could be seen as the film is 

holding back information and thereby creates commitment. 

 

In this ad the largest part of the comments analyzed were positive. Berger and Milkman (2012) 

stated that ads and campaigns with positive emotions are more likely to be shared and go viral 

than negative ones, and that a positive ad will most likely bring a positive attitude towards the 

ad by the one being exposed by it. This could be the reason to the positive comments found 

during the analysis. The ad has a positive message and therefore evokes positive feelings.  

 

Vividness, the last component under entertainment, was also found during the analysis. In 

“Dream Crazy” the message is reinforced by vividness. Emphasis has been put on sound, 

making the message clearer. Such as the sound of a crowd cheering in the background or the 

bouncing of a ball. Vividness also makes it easier for the viewer to comprehend the film and 

understand what is going on. Vries, Gensler,  & Leeflang (2012) has stated that a more vivid 

brand post leads to more positive emotions towards the brand post among the viewers. The 

vividness of the ad could be a contributing factor to the high number of positive comments seen 

during the analysis.  
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The only category from the model of advertising value that could not be found during the 

analysis was irritation. This category was measured through analyzing to what extent the 

authors felt anger or anxiety. None of these feeling was present when watching the film, thus 

they are seen as non existing.  

5.2 Dream Crazier 

Two hundred comments of the advertising video Dream Crazier was analyzed, 46 were positive 

and 124 were negative. Two out of three factors of the proposed model of advertising value 

were present in the film. It has components that are informative, entertaining but lacks the 

component irritation. 

 

The informativeness component is present in Dream crazier, however it does not provide the 

viewer with the classical information about price and product features. Furthermore, Nike 

provides the viewer with information about that famous athletes are using Nike clothes and that 

they offer products to a wide range of sports. This could be a possible explanation to why it 

has received a majority of negative comments, as stated in previous research by De Vries, 

Gensler & Leeflang (2012)  informative ads on social networks tend to have a positive effect 

on people's emotions to the ad. Furthermore, if the ad would have had a higher use of 

information the comments might have been more positive.  

 

When analyzing the component informativeness, the message was analyzed. The message was 

clear as well as political and up to date. As stated earlier, viral marketing is when a marketing 

message is sent out and spread in an exponential way (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2011). Furthermore, 

this is something that Nike has succeeded with and as Berger & Milkman (2012) stated, that 

the strive among companies is to create an ad that engages people. However since this ad has 

received a majority of negative comments this could be because the message triggered a 

negative emotional response from the viewer. Since the message is of political form it could 

be a sensitive subject that trigger a lot of emotions. Furthermore people who have experienced 

something negative tend to communicate this on social media networks rather than the people 

experiencing something positive (Skowronski and Carlston, 1989). Meaning, if people does 

not agree with the message and therefore experience it negative it could be a possible 

explanation of the majority of negative comments. It goes hand in hand with what Eckler and 

Bolls (2011) stated, that when companies try to achieve virality on their ads on Youtube there 
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is a risk for them to provoke negative feelings and that can occur because of a negative message. 

Furthermore, since the message is political it is more sensitive for interpretation. However, the 

authors found it to be good and relevant. With this said, the message is a component that trigger 

emotions.  

 

Dream crazier has all the mentioned components that was included in entertainment except for 

the use of humour and element of surprise. Because of the non existing use of humour and 

element of surprise they lack two out of five components in the entertainment area. Furthermore 

this could be a factor of why the ad has received a majority of negative comments, this since 

Ducoffe (1995) claimed that entertainment is one of most important factors and Palka (2009) 

and Saadeghvaziri and Hosseini (2011) found that it was the most important factor influencing 

the consumers attitude towards viral messages. However, Dream Crazier has the other three 

components that are included in entertainment. 

 

The use of celebrities is high in this ad, with 23 famous athletes featured and at least one famous 

athlete in 21 out of the 26 scenes. This might be one of Dream Crazier’s most successful 

components. Furthermore, since previous research has stated that the use of celebrities in 

advertising videos is a common and a powerful tool to use in order to get more attention to the 

company’s ad (Southgate, Westoby & Page 2010). With that in mind, with such a high amount 

of featured celebrities the chance of a viewer recognizing some of them increases than if only 

one athlete would have appeared. Since the athletes featured practices in different sports this 

speaks for an increased chance of viewers finding either a sport or a celebrity they could relate 

to. Besides this study has not handled the athletes status or previous events that could have lead 

to different emotions towards the celebrity. Accordingly the celebrities featured might provoke 

the viewers leading to negative emotions. 

 

Positive emotions were present in this ad. The powerful message created a feeling of hope and 

joy. As Berger and Milkman (2012) stated, a positive ad will most likely bring a positive 

attitude towards the ad by the one being exposed to it. In this case it is crucial whether the 

viewer finds the feminist message important and relevant or not. As Botha and Reyneke (2013) 

found, viewers of viral marketing videos feel positively affected if the content of the ad is 

relevant to them and negatively affected if they do no feel familiar with the content. With that 

said, since the majority of the analyzed comments are negative this could mean that the viewers 
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thought that the message was irrelevant or bad and therefore did not experience positive 

emotions. One explanation about the negative comments could be that there is a tendency that 

a negative experience is shared as eWOM more often than when someone experience 

something positive (Skowronski and Carlston, 1989). 

Vividness was of high use. Probably since Nike used a combination of sound and visual content 

to create an ultimate emotion. The detailed sound of heavy breaths or balls bouncing, together 

with a picture of a tennis court with an athlete looking serious helped the viewer to orientate 

themselves and to understand the mood and atmosphere of the ad. Vividness also helped to  

build excitement which took place when the scenes were cut with high pace and the music 

increased. Vividness contributed with communicating the message of the ad with the creative 

coordination of visual content and sound. As Vries, Gensler,  & Leeflang (2012) has stated, a 

more vivid brand post leads to more positive emotions towards the brand post among the 

viewers. Hence, when the visual content of the athletes doing their sports, scoring and doing 

victory gestures was combined together with the narrator voice telling their stories and the 

music building up the excitement as well as the detailed sound of events happening in the video. 

Because of these things working well together and creating a whole picture, the message 

became clear.  

The component irritation included feelings of anger or anxiety. According to the data collection 

this was not present. However, with the political message of equal opportunity in mind and the 

athletes featured, other viewers might have had these feelings.  

Dream crazier has a majority of negative comments posted, this could be related to a number 

of reasons. According to De Vries, Gensler and Leeflang (2012) it could be because of the fact 

that on Youtube the comments are presented right next to the ad, if the comments are negative 

this can influence viewers with a negative emotion towards the ad before it is watched. They 

also claimed that a viewer can change attitude after reading negative comments to more 

negative emotions towards the ad than before the viewer read the comments. 

5.3 Comparison 

When comparing the emotions expressed in the comments of the ads the findings are that 

negative emotions are expressed to a higher degree in Dream Crazier. In this ad the components 
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under the factor “entertainment” can be found to a smaller degree than in Dream Crazier. None 

of the components “use of humor” or “element of surprise” are seen in Dream Crazier. Both of 

these components are used to entertain the viewer and thus generate positive emotions. The 

lack of the factor “entertainment” could be a possible explanation to the difference in emotions 

expressed in the comments.  

 

Another difference of the ad is the message, which is a component under “informativeness”. 

The message of Dream Crazy is inspirational. It features stories of athletes overcoming barriers 

of diversity. In Dream Crazier the topic is about women breaking barriers which is more of a 

controversial and political message. This can be one of the reasons to the difference in emotions 

seen in the comments. The message of Dream Crazier is more prone to evoke upset and 

negative feelings than the message of Dream Crazy. As Skowronski and Carlston (1989) say 

people tend to notice negative information more than positive. Thus, the people being provoked 

by the ad might comment it to a higher degree than the ones who likes it. Furthermore, Dream 

Crazier features only women and no men are present in the ad.  

 

Both Dream Crazy and Dream crazier have a high use of celebrities, however the diversity of 

the celebrities might be seen as higher in Dream Crazy since they use both men and women. 

Botha and Reyneke (2013) found, that viewers feel positively affected of an ad if the content 

of the ad is relevant to them and negatively if the viewers does not find it familiar. The fact that 

there are no men present in Dream Crazier can be a contributing factor to the negative feelings 

expressed in the comments. Men might find the ad negative since they do not find it familiar. 

The differences in positive and negative emotions between the two ads might be because the 

viewers does not see the message and athletes relevant or important in Dream crazier. In token 

with that, the athletes and message in Dream Crazy could be more easy for the viewers to find 

relevant and identify with. Furthermore, a political message might divide viewer’s opinions to 

a higher extent than a message that is characterized of inspiration. 

 

However, as De Vries, Gensler  & Leeflang (2012) stated, when viewers feel positively about 

the ad they could show this by either posting a comment or liking the post. To have in mind is 

that both of the ads have an increase of likes compared to dislikes. Furthermore, this might go 

hand in hand with that people tend to share their negative emotions to a higher extent than 

positive. Hence even if the comments on Dream Crazier are characterized of negativity the 

overall impression might be positive if both likes, dislikes and comments were measured. 
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There are also several things that the two commercials have incommon. Both of them features 

a lot of celebrities, they have a strong message and a emphasis is put on vividness. Furthermore, 

none of them contains humor and none of them has the factor of irritation.   
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6. FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this chapter the findings and conclusions from the study are presented. It starts with an 

attempt to answer the research question and then moves onto implications for future research.  

6.1 Research Question: What components in Nike´s viral ads on Youtube trigger 

emotions? 

This study proposes that entertainment and informativeness are the two factors of the model of 

advertising value that trigger emotions in Nike’s viral ads on Youtube the most. This is in line 

with previous research. Ducoffe (1995) found that informativeness and entertainment is the 

two most important ones, Palka (2009) and Saadeghvaziri and Hosseini (2011) found that 

entertainment is the most important one.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 6 - Findings from the study. 
 

The components in Nike´s viral marketing videos seen to trigger emotions are marked in 
green. The components that had less influence are marked in blue. The components that could 

not be found during the study are marked in red.  
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Informativeness includes the component the message, according to this study, the message was 

both a main factor to why Dream Crazy received positive response and the reason to why 

Dream Crazier received negative response. To conclude the message is vital when it comes to 

trigger emotions. 

 

Both of the ads has gone viral and has millions of views, therefore a conclusion is that the use 

of celebrities could be helpful when creating a viral ad. Whether the viewers likes the celebrities 

or not does also trigger emotions, positive and negative, consequently the use of celebrities can 

influence the emotions triggered by the ads.  

 

Element of surprise is adding value to an ad as well. It is present in the ad Dream Crazy but not 

in the ad Dream Crazier and is seen as one of the reasons to the positive emotions expressed in 

the comments of Dream Crazy. 

 

Positive emotions were found to be important in order to create a positive attitude towards the 

ad from the audience. The two ad’s messages may have been a reason to why the positive 

emotions occured. Positive emotions in form of comments were found in the both ads, they 

were present to a higher degree in Dream Crazy. However, the message in both ads were found 

to be positive. Therefore positive emotions are of importance if positive attitudes are to be 

sought. 

 

Vividness helped to communicate the message and the overall feeling captured in the ad. Hence 

it engaged both ears and eyes when combining sound and visual content in order for the viewer 

to further understand and get excited about the ad. Therefore vividness is of importance when 

capturing the audience and provide positive emotions. 

 

The use of humour was the only component from the factor “entertainment” that was not seen 

in any of the two ads and therefore not possible to analyze. Furthermore, the factor “irritation” 

was not to be found in any of the ads either.  

 

To summarize this study suggest that Ducoffe’s model of advertising value can be applied on 

social media networks. This since the components discussed above could be found, analyzed 

and seen as vital for ads on Youtube.  
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To conclude, informativeness and entertainment was found to be the factors triggering 

emotions in Nike´s viral marketing videos on Youtube the most. The component under 

informativeness that was found found to have the highest impact was the message. The 

components under entertainment seen to trigger emotions are: use of celebrities, element of 

surprise, positive emotions and vividness.  

6.2 Implications for future research 

To get further knowledge about this subject in future studies the suggestion is to do a large 

scale study that includes both the components in the ad but also include likes, dislikes and 

views. After completing this study the conclusion was drawn that the area would benefit from 

research in a larger scale than this. This could be done through analysing a substantial amount 

of comments or analyzing comments from a wider timespan. Other means of research such as 

data mining or text mining could be used. Furthermore, an other suggestion is to consider 

background events as well, example given the athletes might have been involved in scandals 

or negative events that could contribute to the emotions triggered from the ad. Hence the same 

if the celebrities are seen as positive in beforehand.  

6.3 Recommendations 

Given the results of this study the recommendations are for companies to consider how much 

exposure they can receive from social media networks and how this is dependent on the content 

they post. It is important to have in mind how and why the content influences the viewer. In 

order to receive a viral effect and the desired results of advertising videos it is important to 

understand how emotions are triggered. Furthermore, the components examined and seen to 

trigger emotions in this study are a vital part when creating content for advertising videos on 

Youtube. Thus, it is important to have informativeness, entertainment and irritation in mind.  
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